
Endnote
FIVE DEGREES OF INSPIRATION: Tracking an Exercise
by Melinda Buckwalter, CQ co-editor

ONE. THE QUARRY.
June 2003: I first learn the exercise from Katherine Ferrier, one of the workshop leaders 
of Work in the Performance of Improvisation (WIPI) at Bennington College in Vermont. My
notes: “Day 3. We get together in groups to do an exercise arranging small objects. Pick
groups, pick objects, and then we arrange them for each other.” This exercise is a great setup
for our work the next day in the theater space with Sue Reese’s installation, complete with
set, props, and costumes. It’s Alice in Wonderland—now we’re in our mini-compositions.
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FIVE. THE END IS THE BEGINNING.
I hear from Simone: “When Susan and I
performed it, I was calling it the Board
Game. My sister and I used to play it when
we were kids. I guess we invented it—
like kids invent their play.”
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FOUR. CITING THE GAME.
Susan replies:

This is an exercise I call the Game, and I do it at the start of every class I teach. I got
this game from Simone Forti. She never used it as an exercise or in her teaching but taught
it to me when I was in a piece of hers and she wanted a particular quality. This is how she
explained that quality, and I was struck by it, loved it. Here’s the description from my book-
in-progress, A Choreographic Mind:

“The Game consists of moving five objects between two people one at a time by turns.
The playing space is defined by the space between the two persons sitting on the studio
floor and should remain more or less constant. The objects are ordinary things that might be
found in a handbag or student’s backpack, none much larger than a watch or pair of scissors,
but different as to shape, color, texture, and function. The first step is to gather more objects
than are needed into a pile from which each couple chooses five to take to a playing spot.
The game has no goal or ending, only the ongoing placing and replacing of these objects
one by one in relation to one another. Attempts to make it something other than this are
beside the point. I sometimes say, ‘If it bores you, be bored.’”

THREE. PICKING UP THE SCENT.
I hear from Katherine, who is pretty sure she learned it from another WIPI workshop leader,
Terry Creach. Terry seems to remember the exercise—or at least he remembers hearing of
it, but much more recently. His colleague at Bennington, Peggy Florin, has just taken a work-
shop with choreographer Susan Rethorst, who starts with a small object-arranging exercise
similar to the one I described. Email Susan?

TWO. COLD…WARM…WARMER.
July 2008: I’m writing a book about dance
improvisation practices, and I’d like to
mention the objects exercise. Now what
were those instructions? I email WIPI.
While waiting to hear back, I am in a
workshop called the Prayer of the Butterfly
with Indonesian dancer Prapto at Earth-
dance in Massachusetts. He describes an
exercise with five objects! Could it be from
the same source?
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